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WAGE INDEXATION AND PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES

by Pentti Vartia

1. Introduction

Indexation has genera11y been proposed in order to e1iminate the distributive

and a110cative effects of inf1ation. Recent discussion has a1so dea1t with
:~~

the effects of index c1auses on the inf1ation rate, considering e.g.

whether such c1auses can be used as a po1icy instrument ta reduce the

inf1ation rate1). Some studies have a1so investigated the effects of wage

indexation on the spreading af aggregate-1evel rea1 and monetary disturbances

. in simp1e macro-models 2). This paper compares indexed and non-indexed

wage agreements on1y in the context of two a1ternative mode1s for wage

and price deve1opments. We assume that wages are negotiated in more or less

centralized manner, typical of e.g. Scandinavian countries, which makes it

important ta consider the effects of wage indexation on the price leve1.

The bargaining situation is thus different from that af a single employee

and a single firm, but we can still apply microeconomic results on Pareto

optima1 payment plans in investigating it. We show how the question whether

1 have benifited from discussions with leo Törnqvist, Tauno Ranta, Yrjö

Vartia and participants in prof. Pallnio's seminar. 1 wou1d dlso like te

thank Jaakko Railo for commenting on the text whi1e checking the language.

1) See e.g. Friedman (1974), Goldstein (1975), Vartia (1975).
2) See Gray (1976) and Fischer (1976).
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indexation leads to larger price or wage changes than non-indexation dep~nds

in a simple way on the relationship between price expectations and the

predetermined variables of the wage-price block. In cases where the

predetermined variables are stochastic the distribution functions of the

price and wage increases connected with different agreements can be

derived and only probability statements can be made ex ante as to which

of the~ two kinds of agreement leads to higher wage and price increases.

The paper also comments on the evaluation of risky wage agreements and

investigates the process of making contracts in cases where views

regarding future price movements differ. Situations where expectations

differ raise interesting complications in wage bargaining, concerning

e.g. the applicability of index clauses. It seems that these cases merit

more attention than they have received hitherto in the study of labour

"(and other) contracts.

2. 8asic wage-price models for the indexed and non-indexed agreements

A non-indexed wage agreement is a payment plan where the employer (or

a group of employers collectively) agrees to pay certain nominal payments

to the employee (or to employees) regardless of the price developments

during the agreement period. Indexed wage agreements are payment plans

where the payments depend on the uncertain future rate of inflation.

On the nationallevel theactual developmentsdo notalways follO\I/the negotiated

agreements, and we also allow for factors which cause wage drift, but

these factors are assumed to be exogenous.
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In order ta study the interconnections between wage indexation and the

inflation rate we use the following wage-price model l ).

e
~t = ~t + a1 Pt

(1)

Here Wis the percentage change in the money wage rate, et is the change

in price level, and P~ is the expected change in price 1evel during the

eontraet peri od. We have under1i ned random vari ab1es ta stress

their random character. The first equation describes wage bargaining and

the second price markup behaviour.

"As ~ and e are the only endogenous variables in the model we have included

all exogenous variables in the terms ~t and ~t· Here ~t cauld include e.g.

autanamaus wage increases (nat depending on the expected ar realized

caurse af prices), effects af unemplayment and labaur praductivity and

Qt cauld include the effects af impart prices, taxes, east af capital

services, the rate af capacity utilization, etc. Also, ~t and ~t can be

interpreted ta include disturbance terms. In a mare realistic madel ~t

and Qt wauld nat be exagenaus: one shauld take into accaunt feed-backs

fram"wages and prices ta other variables, e.g. ta expart perfarmance,

profitability and investments, ta the valume af foreign trade and that

of productian, to unemployment and back ta wages, ta exchange rates "and

irnport prices and back to prices. We thus disregard feed-back effects

from impartant real determinants of lang-run praductivity and real wages

and try to cancentrate on the shott-run dynamics af prices and nominal

1) Similar bu.t deterministic made1 was L1sed by Go1dstein (1975) and Vartia (1976).
Far an empirica1 application of this kind ofmodel see e.g. Vartia (1974).
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and real wages. In the longer run success of one of the negotiators

with a single agreement may turn illusory when a sequence of agreements

is investigated. Df course, even in the short run the feed-backs to wages

and prices are important e.g. in the case where real wage increases are

completely out of line with productivity changes.

For the most part it is not necessary in the following analysis to make

any specific hypothesis of the way expectations P~ are formed. A value

or a probability distributio~~for P~ may be determined for example by some

kind of adaptive scheme with or without stochastic elements, say, with

the adaptive expectations hypothesis

00

L et· Pt .. 1 1 -1
1=

(3)

Another possibility of arriving at p~ is to assume that economic agents

derive their expectations emp10ying economic rnodels. If expectations about

the exogenous variables are stochastic, expectations concerning the future

course of prices will also be stochastic ~nd the distribution of P~ wil1

depend on the distribution of the exogenous variables l ). In actual

1) With our non-indexed model, rationa1 expectations, i.e. the rnathematica1
expectation of future price increase that will satisfy E(Pt ) = Pf once
Pi is used for determining the nomina1 wage increase. may be derived
from equations (1) and (2) ;n cambination with conditian E(E

t
) = Pi, toget

pi = E(~t) =[1/(1-b1al)] [E(Rt) +blE(~t)l· Deviatians af P~ from the
actual price rnovements are likely ta occur but large deviations are
surprises. With stochastic madels the probabi1ity that pe is exuct1y
equal ta P is zera. Thus if anticipations can on1y be represented by
a scalar pe, we almcst always end up in a situation where inflation is
n~re ar 1ess unanticipated.
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negotiations inaependent infarmation on expectations is alsQ often availabTe;

expectatians may be expressed e.g. by the negotiating partners during wage

negotiations without any reference to the more ar less comp1icated ways

in which they may be generated ar use may be made of non-partisan forecasts 1).

The determinatian of a comman P~ to be used for setting the nomina1 wage

increase in the non-indexed a1ternative (deciding, e.g., whose expectations
~

are ta be used if the expectations af the negotiating parties differ) may

thus be a comp1icated process, but we assume that some kind af compromise

is found. After a11, it is not so important that P~ even ref1ects the true

expectations of negotiating.parties; what is more important are the

distributi~ns of rt and ~t for given P~:s, ~t:s and ~t:s, i.e. the price

and wage increases corresponding to different agreem~nts. Thus in eq. (1)

. term a1P~ represents the (controllab1e) basic nominal wage increase and

~t other factors, and an increase in E(~t) may compensate for a decrease

in a1P~ and vice versa. It might we11 be possib1e that in actual negotiations

trade unions offer higher and emp10yers sma11er than their true price

expectations for the determination of nominal wage increase on the basis

of an "expected" inflation rate. Successful sel1ing of over-pessimistic

(over-optimistic) views on the inf1ation rate and the corresponding higher

(lower) basic nomina1 wage ;ncrease wi11 according to our mode1 for the

non-indexed agreements, ceteris paribus, 1ead to higher (lower) rea1

earnings.

1) Thus in Finland, for instance, the state has set up an incomes poJicy
co~nission which prepares price forecasts for the negotiators.
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For aur analysis it is impartant ta remember that with nan-indexed

agreements a priari ideas cancerning future price movements can anly be

taken into account by a sca1ar, e.g. by the mathematica1 expectation,

not by a whole distribution. However, once P~ has been used to determine

the nomina1 wage increase in the non-indexed a1ternative, the outcome

~t is again a random variab1e.

Galdstein (1975) ana1ysed the effects af indexation on wage and price

deve10pments by investigating the effects of indexation on the parameters

of made1 (1)-(2). For our purposes it is natura1 a1so to formulate exp1icit1y

the alternative madel describing the formation of wages and prices when

wages are indexed. It seems quite safe to assume that the price equation

(2) under indexation of wages is the same as in the absence af indexation.

However, under indexation of wages the wage equation i5 different; new

exp1anatory variab1es enter and some of the coefficients may be a1tered.

Thus, for examp1e, if the equation exp1ains both the negotiated \~ages and

wage dr"ift, it may be that wage drift under indexation is not the same as

without indexation. We denote by sma11 1etters the price and wage variables

corresponding to our mode1 for indexed agreements. In its structura1 form

it is

(4)

(5)
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Here a{ gives the extent of indexation'); with full indexation it is

given the va1ue 1. As the wage rate direct1y enters the price equation

we have to assume that all wages in the economy are indexed in the same

way, which often happens in centra1ized col1ective wage negotiations.

It shou1d a1sa be noted that we have here idea1ized away the 1ags between

price changes and the resulting index correctians in wages. Natice that

ful1 indexation in our mode1 (because of the term ai) genera1ly daes not

make it possib1e to determine the deve10pment of rea1 wages, since there

are determinants of wages other than prices even when wages are ful1y

indexed. On1y if we can control ~i and set it equal to a given va1ue

~i = ä can we (with full indexation) determine the deve10pment of rea1

wages.

3. Comparison of the wage and price movements re1ated ta the indexed and

non indexed agreements

We ca1cu1ate the reduced forms of models (1) - (2) and (4) - (5) and

compare them with each other in order to see which regime for a single

period (given the predetermined variables) can be expected to 1ead to

higher inflation and which to higher nominal and rea1 earnings.

1} It i s often assumed tha t 0 ~ a~ ::: 1, but as e. g. the alla1ys ison Pareto
optima1 wage agreements shaws, we need not necessari1y confine ourse1ves
to th i s i nterva1.. However, note tha t the stabil ity of the sys tem impo ses some
requirements on aJ, see the numeratot of eqs. (7) and (8) which may
approach zero with 1arge values of a~"
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The reduced form (together with the corresponding real wage change) of the

made1 for the non-indexed agreement is 9iven by the equations1)

(1 )

(6)

(7)

Similarly we have for the indexed agreement

(8)

(9)

(10)

These equations give the random wage and price increases as functions af

the random predetermined var;ables~ and they can be used to derive distri-

bution functions for ~, E, ~ and Q. Of cour5~, similar equatians can be

written for values of the random variables which give va1ues for ~, ~,

w and Q as functions af the va1ues af the predetermined variables.

1) Eqs (7) and (10) are fOI~ percentual changes only approximations, fOl~

logarithmic changes they are exact.
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-
In the non-indexed alternative the distribution of nomina1 wage

increase depends on1y on ~t and not on ~t (i.e. not on uncertainties

connected with the price equation) , but the distribution of the real

wage i ncrease (~-~) depends both on the di stributi on of ~t and ~t·

Eq. (10) c1ear1y shows what we can do \'lith an indexed wage agreement:

as a~ ~ 1 (i.e. as we are approaching fu11 indexation) we can (by

making,the nomina1 wage increase depend on the uncertain price increase)

e1iminate more and more of the uncertainty carried over to the wage increase

by the random term ~t in the price equation. Thus with indexation we can

eliminate uncertainties due to unexpected price movements but not such

changes in wages as are dueoto unexpected exogenolls shocks in the wage

equation1). Of course, there may be other methods of e1iminating unexpected

changes in the wage equation: we can try to make ~i constant by various

c1auses and regulations (e.g. by wage controls) or at least make its

distribution more concentrated. A simp1e possibi1ity would be to use~

instead of indexed equations of the type ~t ~ ~t + 1Pt' equations af the

type ~t ~ ~t + 1(Pt - (~t - aO)) ~ aO+ ~t' which would guarantee the real

wage increase aO' Here wage increases would be indexed to price increases

exceeding the difference between the wage increase stemming from other

sources except index compensation, i.e. ~t' and some given (perhaps desired)

rea1 wage increase aO' This kind of indexation would thus make price

compensation unnecessary provided that the (desired) real wage increases

were already established without them. The use of clauses of this kind,

however, is rendered difficult by the fact that the average wage increase

does not reflect developments in all wage groups.

1) Gray (1976) and Fischer (1977) have shown that i\1 a simple neo-c1assoical mede1
wage 0j ndexi ng i nsu 1Cl tes the rea1 sector from monetury di stutbances. Hm'!ever,
if these monetary disturbances are also reflected in the disturbance termof
the wage equati on il t then rea 1wages (and thus passi b1y a°150 1abour i nput and
production) wi11- be affected by these monetary shocks.
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In order to find out which wage-price block is 1ike1y to lead ta a higher

inf1atian rate, ta higher nomina1 wages and ta higher rea1 wages, we

ca1cu1ate the fo1lowing differences

(11 )

(P - p) (12)

(W-P) - (w-p) = (W-w) - (P-p)

From (11}-(13) it is easy to see that in aur mode1s an indexed agreement

wil1 1ead ta a sma11er nomina1 wage increase than a non-indexed agreement

just in those cases where the inflation rate and the rea1 wage increase

are a1so sma1ler1}. This wi11 be the case when p~, 2t' Qt' ~i, Qi and the

indexation parameter a~ take such values that

(14 )

1} This characteristic of the made1 is part1y due ta the absence af
feedbacks from emp10yment and productivity develapments ta wage and
price developments.
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Thus, e.g., wheIT the expectations P~ are very high .with respect ta the

va1ues of the exagenous variab1es at and bt we have the case where

indexatian 1eads ta 1ess inf1ation1). On the ather hand, ex ante, when

va1ues for the predetermined variab1es are not knawn, we have on1y

prababi1ity statements concerning the wage changes and inf1ation rates

cannected with different agreementsi we can say, e.g., that an indexed

agreeme..nt i s expected to result i n 10wer rea1 wages, i. e. E(k! - E) > E(~ - E) i ff

ai E(b ) 
pe > 1 -t
t

;
(1 - b1a1) E(~t) +

a1(1 - b1a~ ) (15 )

As the relationship between inflation rates and nomina1 and rea1 \'/age

changes are in our short-run mode1s close1y cannected we wi11 in the

. fal10wing concentrate on the comparison of rea1 wage changes on1y. A

fu11y ana10gous comparison can be made far e.g. price changes of indexed

and non indexed agreements in order ta study which kind of ayreement and

in what kind of situations is 1ike1y to be the more inf1ationary.

From eqs. (7) and (10) we get the fo11awing mean expectations for rea1

wage increases in the two alternatives:

(16 )

1) We have here compared inf1ation rates resulting from the use of indexed
and non-indexed agreements but not much has been said of the relatianship
between the two resu1ting inf1ation rates P and p on the one hand and pe
on the other. Whether expectations turn out ta be under- or over-estimates
may be studied by comparing pe with eqs. (6) and (9).
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for the variance af the rea1 wage change in the non-indexed and indexed

agreemen~s respective1y we have

(18 )

Var(~ - ~)

(19 )

the 1ast two terms of (19) vanishing with full indexatian.

If the frequency function af ~i is flat enaugh, 1.2. if there ;s much

uncertainty as ta how much non-price (exogenaus) terms wi11 contribute

ta wage ;ncreases, Var(w- p) may be 1ai~ger than Var(W - P). On the ather

hand, when the distributian af ~i cancentrates on a single paint, Var(w- p)

appraaches zera, i.e. the uncertainty cannected with the rea1 wage increase

can effectively be eliminated by indexatian.

EXAMPLE 1. Ta give some examp1es of the comparison af indexed and non

indexed agreements we simplify aur models in the fol10wing way

; 21. ~t = 2t ~ N(2,cr ), i.e. the contribution af exogenous variab1es to the

increase in wages is both in the indexed and non-indexed cases normal1y

distributed with E(!t) = 2 and Var(~t). = 1.
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2. ~t =a.4fmt where rmt - N(E(Emt ), ka2) refers ta impart prices

3. b1 = 0.6

4. a1 = 1, i .e. namina1 wage claims are camplete1y adjusted ta price

expectatians (in the non-indexed a1ternative)

5. a~ = 1, i.e. we have ful1 indexation (in the indexed alternative)

Referring with (ii) ta the c~rresponding mare general formula (i) we then
;A~

have

e
~t = 2t + Pt (1 1

)

(6 1)

(7 I )

(8 1
)

(9 1)

(101)

Indexatian can be expected to resu1t in a sma11er rea1 wage increase

(and a smal1er inf1ation rate) if
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This is expectett to happen if

(15 I )

Of course, if we knew the values which P~ and Emt will take we could

directly say which kind of agreement will result in higher price and wage

increa~es. 1f, for example, P~ were during the negotiations stated to be

P~ = 10 and if it turned out (or were known) that Pmt = 6 and at = 2, our

models suggest that the indexed agreement wou1d 1ead to a lower inflation

rate (Pt = 9) than the non-indexed one (Pt = 9.6).

In actual negotiations the negotiating parties need not operate with

similar wage price models and/or the same expectations. However, if one

" side has expressed its expectations, the other side can use analysis

of the present kind to investigate various indexed and non-indexed agreements

from its own standpoint. Thus if in the above example it were the trade

unions, e.g., that had expressed their price expectations to be P~ = 10

and proposed this as a basis for determining the nomina1 wage increase

in the non-indexed alternative according ta equatian (11), emp10yers could

use our analysis to support indexation regardless of their own price

expectations as long as they expected that at = 2 and Pmt = 6 (and considered

the simple model satisfactory).

1f we know the mechanism by which expectations are generated, e.g. that

they result from the adaptive expectations hypothes;s (3), then equat"ion

(15) re1ates nat on1y expectations P~ but also the past inflation rate

ta the exogenaus variables af the price-wage-black. Let us, for the pUt'pase

of illustration, assume the simplest possible scheme for the generation af

expectations
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(3 1
)

i.e. the expected inflation rate for this period i5 the same as the

preceding period~ realized rate. Then, eq. (15 1
) tells us that in a situation

where the inflation rate has been more than 9 %we can, given the other

assumptions of cur numerical illustration, expect less inflation with a

fully indexed agreement than with a non-indexed agreement.

EXAMPLE 1.A. Ta make more con;crete comparisons bet\'leen indexed and non-
'~':~ .

indexed agreements, assume that P~ = 11 and E(~mt) = 7, Var(~t) = cr2 = 1,

Var(emt ) = k Var(~t) = kcr2 = k and that Cov(~t'~mt) = O. From (7 1
) and

(10') the expected real wage increase is in the non-indexed case

E(W- P) = 0.4 [ E(2t) + P~ - E(Pmt )] = 2.4 and in the indexed case

. E(w- p) = E(2t) = 2. From (18) and (19) the variance af the real wage

increase is in the non-indexed alternative Var(W- P) = 0.16 + 0.16Var(Emt ) 

O.32Cov(~t,rmt) ::; 0.16(1 + k) and, in the indexed alternative, Var(~-~) ::

Var(~t) = 1. The distribution functions connected with these indexed and

non-indexed agreements are presented in fig. 1 A1).

EXA~lPLE 1.B. If we take P~ = 10 :: 3 + E(Emt) (cf. eq. (15 1
)) then E(~- E) :: 2

and we have the situation where the expected increase in real wages is the

same in both agreements. If we further set Var(P t) = 5.25 we have the-m
situation where the variance af the real wage increase also is the same

in the non-indexed and in the indexed case, see fig. 1 B. By changing the

va1ue af k, we can generate distribution functions where the variance i5

smal1er either in the indexed or in the non-indexed alternative.

1) Wage and price increases Qbey normal distribution if the predetermined
variables are random samples from a multinomial distribution, which we
assume in the following.
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Fig. 1. Distribution functians af the real wage increases (in percent)
carresponding ta indexed and nan indexed wage agreements af
examples lA, lB and le.

lA.

lB.
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___=-_.......=:._--==:.L.-_--"*=:::...._~---- .......------~--~
4 real woge

increl':se
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EXAMPLE 1.C. Ta simp1ify the situation further suppose that Yar(~t) =

var(~i) = O. Under the indexed agreement real wages wil1 then t for a

certainty, increase by 2 %. 1n the non-indexed agreement there is a basic

nomina1 wage increase af 12 % (at + p~ = 12) and the real wage increase

wil1 depend on the random price increase. If the increase in import

prices obeys the normal distribution Emt ~ N(~, 6.25), i.e. k = 6.25,

we can 'from fi gure 1C see how radi cally the i deas he1d concerni ng ~ _.

E(Emt ) affe~t the 10cation af the distribution function af the real wage

increase connected with the same non-indexed agreement.

These three examp1es clearly show that the choice between indexation and

non-indexation in the stochastic case is not as clear as in the

deterministic case. 1n order ta make the choice between the two a1ternative

agreements t some kind af weighting function for the various outcomes is

necessary. Furthermore, the choice between indexation and non-indexation

is seen ta be quite sensitive to expectations concerning the future course

of the exogenous vari ab1es. In compari ng bJO i ndexed ag~'eemellts (the general

reduced form of which is given by eq. (8)) with each other we are usually

1ed to very similar comparisons. 1t can a1so be seen that generally two

indexed agreements different t e.g., in the extent of indexation, i.e.

a~, lead to distribution functions crossing each other, and thus the choice

between them is not trivial.

4. Eva1uation af risky wage agreements by a negotiator

The situation where one negotiating side compares different indexed and

non indexed agreements with each other (given the nominal wage increase,
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indexing parameter a~ and its subjective ideas about the exogenous

i ivariab1es ~t' Qt' ~t and Qt) and tries to set them in order of preference

is an examp1e of decision making under uncertainty and simi1ar to e.g.

the eva1uation af risky portfo1ios. This prob1em 10gica1ly precedes the

bargaining prob1em, because before starting the bargaining each side

shou1d have an opinion on the re1ative goodness of different agreements.

Speaking genera11y, a negotiator is faced with n a1ternative agreements
.1' •

(payment p1ans) ai , i =1, ... ~n, which are characterized by given basic

nomina1 wage increase and/or by given degrees of indexation. In accordance

with the analysis of previous chapters a negotiator shou1d try ta connect

with each agreement ai a distribution function F(xla i ) = P(~~xlai) of

rea1 \'Jages, which we in the following denote by xl ). These distributions

. are also conditiona1 on the expectations concerning the course of the

exogenous variab1es, i.e. the distributions of ~t and Qt (or ~~ and ~~).

Thus F(xlai ) = F(xlai;~t,Qt), which explains why the same agreement may

be seen differently by the negotiators \'Jhen they ho1d differing views

concerning the future course af the exoge~ous variables. Abave we have

dealt with the evaluation of different wage agreements only, completely

disregarding the eva1uator's other activities. In rea1ity the position

of emp10yees and that of emp10yers are affected also by severa1 other

factors e.g. by po1itica1 considerations and by how inf1ation affects

income from other sources. If a11 these factors are taken into account

the ordering of the hypothetica1 future wor1ds given ai becomes a real1y

difficu1t task. Even if we think that the distribution functions of a11

1) In the previous chapters distribution functions were derived for the
change in rea1 wages. Given the level of previous rea1 wages this
determin~s the distribution of new real wages.
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the re1evant variab1es cou1d be derived, the comparison af the agreements

cannot in the general case be based on the expected utility hypothesis

as will be done in the next chapter.

In some case, the ordering of the agreements is more simple. Let us suppose

that the outcome of the agreements can be presented by a single variable,

e.g. t~e real wage x, and that the distribution functions of x corresponding

to different agreements can be derived. If the distribution functions of

the outcomes of two a'lternati ve agreements ai and aj do not cross each

other, Le., when e.g. Fi(xlai)~Fj(xlaj)

dominates stochastically the agreement ai
side (see fig. 2) and vice versa when seen

Rational behaviour leads trade unions with all non-decreasing utility

. functions of x to prefer a· to ai and employers with all non-increasing
J

functions of x to prefer a· to aj
2). Thus ai reed nat be considered at,

Figure 2. Distribution functions cannected to different wage agreements ai

raal wago

1) The same agreements are, of course, usually arranged in different order
by the different negotiators. Trade unians prefer higher real wages ta
lower rea1 wages and employers lower wage casts ta higher wage costs.
For given expected real wnge both parties are (because of risk aversion)
usually assumed ta prefer smailer variance ta larger variance.

2) For stochastical dominance see Hanach and Levy (1969, y. Vartia (1973,
p. 35-51) and Tesfatsion (1976).
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all when choosing the best alternative for trade unions (the worst for

employers). Ta choose the best agreement it is sufficient for a single

negotiator ta investigate only those agreements that are not dominated

by others.

5. Comments on the bargaining situation

The bargaining situation wher~ two (or more) negatiators decide which

particular agreement both are ready to accept has been dealt with extensively

in the literature using e.g. the game thearetic approach. We do not deal

here with matters such as the bargaining power or the use of threat, which

have been used to explain why and how negotiators enter into agreements

"that are not the best from their own point of view. Instead, we will

give some examples of how different expectations cancerning the prede

termined variables bear on the applicability of index clauses in wage

agreements.

Shavell (1976) has investigated risk sharing in the case of deferred

payments and we use his t'esults here. Let us denote by V the ernployer

(ar, in the centralized negotiatians the group of emplayers collectively)

that is ta make the deferred wage payment to the employee (or to the

members of trade unions) U. Using Shavell's notation we denote the utility

functions of V and U by V(·) and U(.), their subjective probability

distributions over the inflation rate by dv(') and du(') and their wealths

exclusive of the payment by v(P) and u(P). A wäge agreement ai car. be

characterised by function x(·} giving (in real terms) the amount x(P) which

the employers give ta employees if the ;nflat;on rate turns out ta be P.
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We ca11 x(P) here the real wage and x'(Plthe (loea1) degree af indexation

'for short. Thus an agreernent, e.g., wherex(P) is constant corresponds to full

indexation. For example, in our previous example 1 C. the real wage payment

(in priees of the previous period)l) and the degree of indexation are in

the case of a non-indexed agreement

I'J I'J e I'J

xn(P) = W-1 (1 + W- P) = W_1(1 + at + Pt - P) = W_1(1 + O. 12- P)

I'J

where W_1 denotes the wage 1eve1 af the previous period. In the case of

100 %indexed agreement we have

x1;(P) = 0

The negotiatars ' expected uti1ities are then2)

Jv [ v(P) - x(P) Jdv{P)dP

fU [u(P) + x(P)Jdu(P)dP

(20)

(21 )

1) In the examp1e 1 C (where the nomina1 wage increase is a non-random
variable) the derivation af equation (28), i.e. real wage payment as
functian of inflation rate, -is simple but in the general case it is more
difficult because wage and price changes are random variables and
simultaneously determined by exogenaus factors.

2) Noti ce that rea1wages and not nomi na1are the argument of the uti 1i ty funct i ons.
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Using the Pareta-aptimality eanditian1) far payment plans Shavell derives

far the slape af the payments sehedule the expressian

-V'(P)DlagV'{p)+u'{P)DlagU'{P)+Dlagdu{P)-Dlogdv{P)
xl{P)= (22)

-DlagV'{P)-DlogU'{P)

where UI{P) = UI [u{P) + x{P)], and similarly far U.. , VI and V... The "loeal"

degree af indexatian is thus determined by the derivative af wealth exclusive

af payment with respect ta price level, the levels af absalute risk aversion

and the difference in subjective beliefs. We decampase xl{P) further to

. du{P)
xl{P) = M{v'{P), - u'{P)) + h{P)Dlag-----

dv{P)
(23)

where Mis a weighted arithmetic average of the derivatives,af wealth

exclusive af payment, the weights being the degrees af absolute risk

aversian. Emplayers are aften assumed ta be risk neutral or less risk

averse than employees and, thus have the passibility of selling insurance

against unexpected price changes and of obtaining in return agreements

with a lower expeeted real wage. When they are acting as a group in nation

wide negotiations, however, employers are probably more concerned abaut

the expected variance of wages than when they are taking decision on the

wage of a single employer. In the fol10wing we assume that there is 50

much absolute risk aversion that the term (-DlogV'{P) - DlogU'{P)) and,

thus, also h{P) are pasitive. From (23) it is easy to see that if wealth

exclusive of payment is not affected by inflation (ar if it is affected

1) For derivation af this candition dV{P)V'{v(P) - x{P)) - kdv(P)U'(u(P) +
x{ P)) see Borsch (1960) and ArrOl'l (1971 ) .
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in preeisely the same way for both parties and the degree of risk aversion

is the same) then the first term will vanish. We eoneentrate in the

following on these cases. 1f, further, h{P) is appraximated by a eonstant

then the aptimal indexing depends in a simple way on the difference in

subjeetive beliefs eoncerning the inflation ratel ). If beliefs were the

same, the last term would also vanish. Then xl{s) = 0 and full indexation

seems to be Pareto-optimal. On the other hand, when expeetatians eoneerning

the future rate of inflation differ, a simple east of living index elause

does not lead to Pareto-optimal wage agreements.

1f the price expeetations obey narmal distribution as in the previous

numerical examples, formula (23) ean be develaped further. For the density

funetion d{P) of a normally distributed variable P ~ N{~, 0
2) we have'

Dlog d(P) = - (~ )
o

Thus (23) beeomes

(24)

=

1) Real wage changes connected with wage agreements are usually of the
arder af a few percent and the loeal approximation of h{P) by a constant
does Ilot ehange the qual itative natUt~eof the results as long as h{x) > O.
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As h(P) fs assumed ta be positive we hav~ in cases where the variance

af the expected inflation rate is the same

(26 ).

1f, further, ~u = ~v' we have the case af the same subjective beliefs and

full indexation, i.e. xl(P) = o. Situations where ~u f ~v but 0u = Oy = °
are described in figure 3.

,:r~
~ "~;.~:.~

Figure 3. Qualitative behaviour af real wage x(P) and degree af indexation
xl(P) in Pareto-optimal wage agreements when both employers V and
employees U have the same variance for the expected inflation rate,
i.e. Oy = cru = 0, but a) employers expect faster inflation, i .e.
lly> llu b) trade uniol1s expect faster inflation, i .e. llu> J1y'

. a)

x'(P) <0, constant

b)

1n cases where both parties have the same mean expected rate ef inflation

but uncertainty over the rate is not the same, i .e. Oy f 0u but J1 v = f.!u =~,

we have

si 9n x I ( P) -- si 9n [ (P - ll)( 0u2 .. 0/)] (27)
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Figure 4. Qua1itative behaviour af rea1 wage x(P) and degree of indexation
x1(P) when the mean expected inf1ation rate 1s the same for
emp10yers V and emp1ayees U, i.e. ~v = ~u = ~, but a) emp10yees'
expectatians have greater variance, i.e. au>ab and b) emp1oyers'
expectations have greater variance, i .e. a > a .v u

a) b)

The degree of indexation connected with optimal payment plans can thus

inerease or deerease with inflation, depending on which of the two sides

is more certain about the future price movements (ef. fig. 4,). Situations

where both variances and mean expeetations differ between the negotiating

parties are illustrated ;n figure 5.

To eonneet the results concerning Pareto-optimal payment plans to our

madels for non-indexed and indexed agreements let us return ta example 1 e,

where we investigated the effeets of negotiator's expeetations on the

expected outcome of the agreement. Let us first invest1gate the ease of

fi g. 3 a., whel'e trade uni ons expect a sma 11 er pri ce ri se than emp1oyers

da. 1n this kind of situation trade unions may be wi11ing ta have a high

nominal increase and less guarantee against price ;ncreas~s, which are Ilot
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Figure 5. Qualitative behaviaur af rea1 wage x(P) and degree af indexutian
xl(P) and reö.l wage payment plans x(P) in Pareta-aptima1 wage
agreements when bath the mean expected inf1atian rate and its
var;ance differ between emplayers V and emp1ayees U.

x(P)
x(P)

c)

...
d)

~~X(PI

. expected ta be 1arge. This a1sa suits the emp1oyers ' side, because they

be1ieve prices ta rise more anå thus expect real wage costs (with a given

nomina1 increase) ta be sma11. Suppose, e.g., that in examp1e 1 C (and

fig. 1 C) trade unions expect that Emt ~'N(2, 6.25) and emp1ayers that

~mt ~ N(12, 6.25). Then, with W= at + P~ = 12, the non-indexed agreement

1eads trade unions ta expect that P '" N(B, 1) and (W - P) '" N(4, 1) but

emp10yers ta expect that P '" N(12, 1) and (~J- 0) '" N(O, 1). \4ith the

same non-indexed agreement trade unions thus expect rea1 wages ta rise

by 4 %, whereas emp10yers expect that they wi11 not rise at a11. Furthermore,

trade uni ons thi nk tha t the probabil ity thu t rea1 wages \'Ii 11 i nCTease by
2·· E(!i.- E) 2- 4

.1ess than 2 ~~ is on1y ~( a ) = 11"l(~) = (II( - 2) = 1 - ~(2) = 0.0228,

whereas employers think that the pt'obability is ~(2) c; .9772. Owing ta

differing expectatians concerning the future inf1ation rate it is passib1e
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to find non-indexed agreements that ay'e c10ser ta the Pareto-aptima1ity

than indexed agreements (e.g. the fully indexed agreement of fig. 1 C),

in the sense that these non-indexed agreements are jointly preferred ta

the indexed agreements.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that the situation in fig. 3 b.,

where emplayers expect a slow rate af inflation and trade unions a rapid

rate wil1 be conducive to indexed agreements. 1n these cases employers

(by cansenting ta have an index clause) insure employees against something

that they do nat believe will happen in any case. The situation of employers'

situation is comparable to the one facing an insurance company selling

insurance policies against attacks from Mars and the situation of trade

unions to that af a person taking an insurance with minor cost against a

. bad accident he knows will happen certainly. This kind of situation may

occur, e.g., if trade unians in an open economy are convinced that a

devaluation wil1 take place during the contract period and speed up the

inflation rate but employers are convinced that this will not happen.

For illustration, let us again use example 1 C. Suppase now that employers

expect that Pmt ~ N(2, 6.25) but trade unions that Pmt ~ N(12, 6.25), i.e.,

trade unions expect a considerably higher irnport price rise due, e.g.,

to f~ar af a future devaluation. Distribution functions connected with

the non-indexed agreement, where Wt = at + P~ = 12 but expectations

concerning exogenous variables differ in this way, are shown in fig: 1 C.

For trade unions the probability that the real wage increase wil1 exceed,
2-E(~-E)

e.g., 2 %is only 1 - ~( cr ) = 1 - ~(2) ~ 0.0228 but for emplayers

it is cIl(2) f:::l 0.9772. 111 this case an index clause may elinrinate the

cl~i ti ca1 uncerta i nty and the di fference o{ vi ews concerni ng the futl1re
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exchange rate po1icy that make non-indexed agreements difficu1t. Resarting

ta an index c1ause cantracting becomes easier because emp10yers arrive

at a sma11er expected real wage increase (compared to non-indexed

agreements, given employers' expectations) and simultaneous1y trade unians

arrive at a higher expected rea1 wage increase (compared to the same non

indexed agreements, given labaur unians ' expectations)l). Note, hawever,

that if there is no uncertainty about ~l, i.e. if we know that it wi11

take on a given va1ue, e.g. 2 %as in examp1e 1 C, then the indexed

agreement does not stochastica11y dominate the non-indexed agreement

(even though it is very 1ike1y ta be jointly preferred). This ean be

seen from figure 1 C, where·the distribution functions of the indexed

agreement.and the non-indexed agreements with E(Emt ) = 2 and E(Pmt ) = 12

cross each other2).

The results concerning Pareto-optima1 payments p1ans suggest that even

more than 100 %compensation for price increases cou1d be used, but 1n

praetiee these cases seem to be rare, though not totally non-existent3).

This may be due to the faet that notable over-compensation 15 seen ~o

affect the stability of the wage-price-mechanism (see footnote on page 4).

1) Of course, the Pareto-optimalHy condition daes not tell us how 1arge
the optimum payment is; it is only a condition that has ta be met oy
the different optimal payment plans. Which wage agreement is ehosen
also depends on other"eonsiderations, e.9., on market forces (whieh
are represented by ~t and Qt i n our wage··pri ce equati ons) .

2) The'indexed agreement with ~t - N(2, 1) in example 1 B would a150 be
stochastica11y dominated.

3) Finland, for instanee. had some experienee of lIovet'--eompensationll
in the 1ate 1940's.
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Those cases (variances of the expected inflation rate differ) where the

degree of indexation should according ta the Pareta-aptimality condition

. depend non-linearly on the inflatian rate would in practice require quite

complex index clause arrangements, and we shall not discuss these

questions here. However, it is easily seen that with, e.g.~ different

kinds of threshold indexation and with varying degrees of indexatioll the

parabolic form of the real wage payment plan can be approxirnated. Perhaps

the not totally uncommon use af these kinds af techniques ir. practice

has resulted from an uncansious aiming at Pareta-aptimality.

6. Concluding remarks

'We have investigated the effect of indexation on wage and price movements

and found that it is impossible ta give simple answers to questions such

as "is wage indexation inflationaryll? Depending on the circumstances it

may ar may bot be. We have also commented on the evaluation of risky wage

agreements and found that in the general case some kind af weighting

function for the possible autcames af an agreement is necessay~ if a

negotiator wants to order the agreements accarding ta his preferences.

If the expectations cancerning the exogenaus variables (or negotiators'

models) differ, interesting considerations emerge, which complicate the

bargaining situation and affect the applicability of index clauses.

Situatians where expectations differ seem ta be an interesting area 'of

future l~esearch in several fields af economic theory. lt is also clear

that in cases where expectations differ, gaod forecasts are valuable and

offer one side the possibility af taking advantage af the ather side's

"wrang ll expectatians. These situatians seem ta form interesting games
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under uncertainty and the results af this paper suggest that the quality

af the players and their command af available strategies is also important

in determining the results of the game.

Wage and price movement~ in indexed and non-indexed economies have been

investigated with very simple models constructed for t~e case of a single

agreement, not for a sequence of agreements. In drawing conclusions from

these excercises it is thus important ta point out some limitations
\',':

of the analysis. Use of indei~clauses as a part of counterinflationary

programs, for instance, requires selective and wel1-timed action and it is

thus evident that their introduction and abandoning is made difficult

because of various institutional constraints. In addition ta the basic

considerations dealt with above, resorting to indexation thus requires

extensive research on their applicability to the institutional setting

in various countries. Indexatian must a1so be seen as one tao1 in the

struggle for income shares and it cannot be separated from general social

and politica1 developments in society. Questions that are important ;n

the actua1 practice of wage indexation a150 inc1ude technical aspects af

indexing, e.g., haw often is compensation effected, what are the time 1ags,

is there some treshhold increase in prices before compensation is made, what

is the duration of contracts, etc?

It is thus clear that a great dea1 of further research is required te

arl~ive at~ e.g., a well-föunded decision as ta whether 3 given country

in a given situation should Dr should not apply the indexation af wages.
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